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ABSTRACT 

The research work seeks to reduce the prevalent lack of adequate 

and current information on the general state of the Nigerian 

Manufacturing Industries especially its major operations and local 

manufacturers. Thus it provides a computer-based method of 

getting instant information about Nigerian manufacturing 

Industries and suppliers of industrial products/services based in 

Nigeria, as well as their awareness among various segments of the 

industry on the available resources, services and utilities to serve 

different interest groups within and outside the industry. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW 

1.1 Background of the study 

Most developing countries view manufacturing industrial technology 

as imported technology. The business community needs to be 

fundamentally oriented with the peculiarities of such culture. No one 

will deny the fact that most entrepreneurs go first to technical 

magazines when they wish to set up even the simplest of plants instead 

of scouting around to find which local designer and fabricator can do the 

job. Compounding this problem is the lack of an adequate information 

apparatus to keep the public informed on the technologies that have 

been developed locally. Some of such technologies have accumulated a 

lot of dust where they were developed because entrepreneurs have 

either ignored calls to assist in their commercialization or they feel 

imported alternatives are better options. They only realize their error 

when spare parts are needed and then discover that they are 

permanently hooked. Their profit margins are therefore normally 

threatened, as they must source for foreign exchange to purchase these 

parts. With their attitudes, capacity utilization of most manufacturing 

industries dropped progressively as they could not import the raw 

materials and spare parts, which the nation's foreign exchange earnings 

could no longer sustain. 

In this regard, publicity and awareness generation is very critical to the 

issue of local sourcing of products/ services. Thus, there was need to 

adopt a policy establishing a very good media relations, organizing 

technical seminars and exhibitions and participating in many domestic 

and relevant foreign trade fair and exhibitions. 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

It is important to note that a substantial amount of our foreign 

exchange earnings is committed yearly by the manufacturing sector to 

importing raw materials, equipment and machinery. It is against this 

background that an effort should be made to have a good marketing tool 

that will publicize the manufacturing companies, especially the local 

fabricators and the products/services they offer. 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

The objective is to design a system that: 

1. Informs and enlightens the public about the objective, functions, 

achievements, addresses etc of manufacturing industries in 

Nigeria. 

2. Serves as a public relation and marketing tool for the 

manufacturing industries. 

3. Will initiate, primarily, an off-line dialogue between the 

consumers and the local manufacturers of any specified product. 

4. Will improve communication and information flow between the 

consumer and manufacturer. 

5. Will be a useful research and reference material for professionals, 

academicians, planners, scholars and other students. 

1.4 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Research Questions 

Where can I find a particular product? 

Where can I locate a particular company? 

Which of the branches of a particular company is closest to me? 

What are the different types of a particular product produced by 

this manufacturer? 

How can I contact the manufacturer of a particular product for a 

business negotiation? 
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

The project is of great importance and helps to improve the economy by 

creating awareness on available manufacturing industrial products that 

can be sourced locally. The user will harness the power of computer to 

locate, select, compare and purchase the most suitable product for his 

need. With a simple search facility, the user can locate any product 

within couple of seconds either by product name, product description 

and for company name, using a smart product inquiry generation utility. 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The study is limited to manufacturing industries and suppliers of 

industrial products based in Nigeria only. It will inspect some existing 

documentation on the subject, standardize and classify the records and 

then convert them into electronic form. Questionnaires will be used to 

sample manufacturing industries in Federal Capital Territory, Abuja. 

The research may also be limited to some resources within the reach of 

the researcher. 
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2.0 

CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Imporatance of Self-Reliance 

The desirability of self-reliance makes it imperative for us to continue 

to look inwards for our raw materials, equipment and plants. Ahmadu 

(1994) suggests that: 

"One of the ways of going about self-reliance is to use locally made 

goods and encourage the equipment manufacturers by patronizing their 

products and providing them with requisite in formation" This chapter 

will review briefly the relevance institutional framework set up to 

promote, aid and foster the growth of industries by providing support 

such as marketing of the products and services. It also reveals literature 

relating to the types of media used for the awareness generation of 

industrial products sourcing. 

2.2 Institutional Framework 

1. INDUSTRIAL DATABANK 

Egbon (1995) in his book "Industrial policy and manufacturing 

performance in Nigeria" reveals that: 

"Industrial databank is located in the Federal Ministry of Industries. It 

is charged with the responsibility of gathering, storing and retrieving 

data. The databank is expected to provide information on existing 

industries in the various sub sectors. The production capacities and 

expansion plans, production cost, the state of the market, price 

movement, raw materials available in various parts of the countries etc". 

He went on to add that: 

"The data so gathered must be structured and classified to enable 

instant access to any kind of information such as "the manufacturer of a 
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particular product or service" the sources of raw materials, manpower 

and market for a particular product". 

11. RAW MATERIAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

(RMRDC) 

Is an organ of Federal Ministry of Science & Technology. In accordance 

to Aribisala (1991); It is an umbrella organization for the coordination of 

all the various efforts by public and private sectors in the research and 

development of local industrial inputs. It is expected to work in close 

collaboration with the Federal Ministry of Industries, which has the 

overall responsibility for the development of incentives relating to the 

raw material utilization". 

In its efforts at documenting the Nigeria's potential for raw material 

production and capacity for fabricating plants and equipment locally, it 

publishes a directory of raw material producers, processing equipment 

and plant manufacture. In its introduction of its maiden edition of the 

directory Ogazi ( 1991) writes: the process of preparing ones directory 

involves the preparation of questionnaire and fieldwork to 

comprehensively identify and physically inspect the installed capacities 

and physical status" 

The directory is presented in 2 sections: 

A. Raw Material Producers: Which contains information about the 

producers of various raw materials that paid to be listed in the directory. 

B. Processing Equipment and Plant Manufacturers: Which contains the 

information about manufacturers of equipment or machinery and users 

of machinery or equipment. 

Ayo (1991), suggests that: the data collected as a result of the 

comprehensive survey of RMRDC should be standardized, classified and 
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captured into an electronic system that will aid and guide entrepreneurs 

on product sourcing and also assist policy makers'. 

In addition to the directory RMDRC organizes, an annual exhibition 

tagged "Technology exposition' or simply "Techno-expo", where the 

local fabricators display (show) some of their products. 

iii) CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, INDUSTRIES, MINES & 

AGRICULTURE: Available almost in each state of the federation the 

chambers organize traded fairs and exhibitions periodically. 

According to Ejiofor (1986), "the objective of the exhibition is to expose 

the product or service of the various manufacturers and to facilitate the 

transfer of technology from one region of the country to another". 

iv) Foundation for the promotion and commercialization of indigenous 

technology (FOPCIT). This is an independent body that was set up at 

the end of the 'Made -in -Nigeria Trade Fair' held in the then Anambra 

State in 1969. Ejiofor (1986) explains that "FOPCIT is set up to look into 

ways and means of translating t6he innovative exhibits displayed by 

higher institutions of learning and research and development institute 

in Anambra State during the trade fair into commercial industrial 

ventures. 

It is in full realization of the foregoing that FOPCIT publishes a report 

which provides detailed information about various industrial products 

and the known natural resources of Anambra State including their 

locations, availability, industrial applicability and status of exploitation. 
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In orgamzmg the report Ejiofor (1986) writes, "the committee IS 

mandated to compile the names of institutions, their product names, 

specifications, pictures, industrial applicability ..... ". 

Ejiofor (1986) enyjsaged that the inventory of existing machinery and 

other prototypes will acquaint both potential industrialists and 

manufacturers with what is available locally for various industrial 

applications. 

So far the literatures of relevant institutional framework have been 

reyjewed in this study. However, it should be noted that the 

information gathered by the different institutions are structured, 

classified, objective and specific. They are both targeted at attributes 

such as name of manufacturers, product name, description, picture and 

location. 

It follows therefore that the data from vanous sources can be 

standardized, normalized and integrated. 

2.3 Media used for awareness generation: 

a. Advertisement: Hill (1980) in his book marketing technological 

products writes, "the most popular medium of awareness generation is 

through the concept of advertisement. The basic function of advertising 

includes among others: 

1. It informs people that new or improved products are available. 

2. It helps to sell the products by selling the company. 

3. It develops a direct bond between producer and consumer. 

4. It is a form of guarantee that the product of service it promotes 

will deliver value to its users and maintain standards. 

5. It ensures that people are aware that they have a choice to select 

what they want in a wide range of purchases and to reject those 

that are inappropriate to their lives. 
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6. It is an essential part of competition and competition is essential 

to choice. 

7. Advertising increases sales for individual manufacturers and also 

expands the markets. 

The manufacturing industries, according to him can place 

advertisement on a wide choice on media including print media 

that is (magazines, newspapers, technical press, yellow pages etc), 

and broadcast media (radio, TV, internet and other electronic 

system). 

8. Software catalogue (& Internet): Awareness generation can be 

achieved through the use of computers . Smiddy (1986), in his 

book 'encouraging innovation in technological age' explains that the 

power of computer and telecommunication can be combined to 

provide vast information about innovative achievement. He cites 

an example vvith the release of powerful 

India. 

software tagged 'Digicat' in 

Digicat, according to smiddy(1981)., IS software that combines 

multimedia and database technology. It was developed for the 

Landelijke Vereniging Van Wereldwinkel (Dutch National Association 

of World shops). He went further to explain that the objective of the 

system is to improve the income of small scale producers in developing 

countries according to the principles of fair-trade. 

It supports the consumer with a complete overview of the product line 

in combination with the background information of products, producers 

and their countries. 
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2-4 Limitations of existing tools: 

Some limitations of the existing media were highlighted by Hill (1980). 

He classified the media into two groups: a. The process and b. The 

broadcast. 

a. The Process: This applies to all forms of point media including 

newspaper, magazines, catalogues, business directories and technical 

press. He highlights that the major disadvantages, is that of poor print 

quality a relatively high cost and the fact that there is often such a 

jumble of advertisement that anyone advertisement may be 

overshadowed by its neighbour. 

b. The Broadcast: Roy (1980), also comments on limitations of trade 

fair and exhibitions. He writes that, it lost money, as do capital, 

manpower, raw materials, packaging, transport and all the other 

essential pars of the manufacturing and marketing process. 

We have reviewed the literature of relevant media used for awareness 

generation from the literature we would be able to establish that a 

software can be developed, as highlighted by Smiddy (1986), and be 

used effectively to aid in awareness generation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

3.1 A Review of the existing System 

The present system of information retrieval in the council is manual and 

this has posed a lot of difficulty in getting the right information at the 

appropriate time and to the appropriate location. 

3.2 System Design 

Data gathering Instrument 

Two methods of data collections were used in this research work. These 

are record inspection and questionnaire. 

1. Record Inspection: It is the major instrument for the data 

collection in this project. It involves a careful examination of the 

structure of existing document (i.e. secondary data) on raw materials 

producer and equipment manufacturers, which has been published by 

some reputable government and private organizations. The record 

structures of the data in the documentation were validated, 

standardized and converted (adopted) into the new system. 

RELIABILITY OF RECORD INSPECTION: 

1. It gave the researcher an in-depth understanding of the basic 

input and output requirements. 

11. It enabled the researcher to compare the different sources and 

identify, from their structures, commonly asked questions e.g. all 

the inspected materials included 'product name', contact address' 

etc. 

111. It is made easy to gather large amounts of data from the materials 

which were vetted by more experienced persons. 

IV. It guided the researcher in the output design. 
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Questionnaire: Questionnaires were used as data gathering 

instruments. In this approach a set of questions were drawn by the 

researcher and given to selected companies around Kaduna metropolis. 

SAMPLING OF THE SURVEY: 

Oduko (1992) defines sampling as the taking of any representative of the 

population. In other words, it is a survey technique of selecting a small 

part of a population from the general population with that small part 

representing the general part. 

Stampel and Westley (1989) give a more elaborate and comprehensive 

definition. 

"Sampling is the process of selecting elements, companies or products) 

from a population ( the aggregate of elements about which the research 

want to make inferences)". They explain further that sampling can be 

classified as either "probability" or "non-probability" sampling. The 

former gives each element in a population a good chance of being 

selected to constitute a sample while the latter; the researcher uses his 

discretion to select the element that constitutes the sample for this 

study. Non-probability or biased sampling was used to select the 

respondents. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION: 

The fabrication and raw materials producers in Kaduna constituted the 

sample for this project. The following criteria were used in the selection 

of the prototypes: 

i. Only products that were developed based on sound scientific and 

technological principles are considered. 
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11. Prototypes must fall into one or more of the following: 

a. Industrial products/ equipment/ devices. 

b. Agricultural and food products/ equipment / devices. 

c. Domestic products/equipment /devices. 

d. Educational products/ equipment/ devices. 

Ill. In selecting the prototypes, priority will be gIven to those with 

scientific documentation on the functionality and features. 

RELIABILITY OF QUESTIONNAIRES: 

Sobowale (1983) in his book "scientific journalism" says questionnaires 

are useful because they help to: 

i. Standardize the researchers' questions. 

ii. Ensure that the same questions are asked in similar ways. 

iii. Guarantee uniformity of answers from the respondents. 

iv. Facilitate data processing through easy systems design and coding. 

INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA ANALYSIS: 

The statistical technique used in data analysis of this research project is 

the frequency distribution technique. This technique allows the 

respondents' responses to be tallied, calculated and given 111 

percentages. This will enable the research to establish the following: 

i. Classify the fabrications into different categories. 

ii. Estimate the concentration of manufacturing industries in the area. 

iii. Predict the characteristics of the population from the characteristics 

of the sample. 

Administration of instrument: 

This section is concerned with the statistical tool or techniques used by 

the researcher. Some of them are: Lickert Type Rating Scale, Chi

square, the Guttmanscale, measures of central tendency, measures of 

variability, correlation etc. e.g. the Lickert Type Rating Scale is used to 
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generate a list of statements about what is being measured and 

providing a set of graduated response options which are summed up to 

determine if the response agree or disagree with the attribute being 

measured. The nature of this particular research project does not nee 

any statistical tool. Therefore, the questionnaire used as an instrument 

for collecting data in this study is self-administered by the researcher. 

The respondents are asked to fill and return the questionnaires to the 

researcher. The major advantage of self-administration of 

questionnaires is saving of time and expense. The researcher will go 

personally to collect all the filled questionnaires by the respondents in 

order to ensure a good return rate. 

The questionnaire used is open-ended. This allowed respondents to 

furnish the researcher with information on the subject matter. 

The data gathering technique use in this study is 'survey method'. 

Research instrument (questionnaire) is distributed to sample companies 

in Kaduna. 

Survey Method: Stampel and Westley (1989), defined survey as : " A 

study that collects information by asking people questions. "Survey 

research is used mainly because information collected (the data) is 

generally suitable for statistical analysis. The vast majority of survey 

research projects in which data are collected from a section of 

individuals in the population. Inferences about the large or general 

population are made from the information gathered from those people 

in the sample. Stampel and Westely (1989) write that there are 3 basic 

survey designs: They are cross-sectional studies, the Panel study and the 

Trend study. 
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In this research project, the cross-sectional survey is adopted. In this 

type of study, respondents are interviewed once only and the data 

collected provides representation of the larger population at the time of 

study. 

According to Stampel and Westley (quoted above), cross-sectional 

surveys can describe the characteristics of the sample (e.g. respondents' 

attitudes or behaviours) at a given point in time. 

The survey method is adopted in this study because it has been found to 

be useful in the following ways: 

I. Survey can be used to investigate realistic settings. 

II. Data collected through survey can be coded numerically for easy 

statistical analysis. 

Ill. Large amount of data can be collected with relative ease from a 

variety of people. 

IV. Survey method is relatively inexpensive when compared to other 

research methods. 

v. It allows for error margin to be calculated. 

The respondents are asked to fill and return the questionnaires to the 

researcher. The major advantage of self-administration of 

questionnaires is saving of time and expense. The researcher will go 

person ally to collect all the filled questionnaires by the respondents in 

order to ensure a goof return rate. 

The questionnaire used is open-ended. This allowed respondents to 

furnish the researcher with detailed in formation on the subject matter. 

The input specifications are: 
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3.2.1 Input Design 

Having discussed the system design, where we identified the various 

instruments used for data gathering, it is import ant to look at the 

information model/input design. 

The information model can be divided into three (3) stages. These are: 

1. Conceptual schema 2. Logical schema 3. Physical schema 

The Conceptual Schema is an in formal view of the system. In essence it 

consists of the data, reports and other documentation obtained by the 

researcher on completion of the survey/fact fin ding stage in the 

development. These in clued the manufacturers' details, their pro ducts 

information, product pictures, branch offices, advert details etc. 

The logical schema consists of formalizing the conceptual schema. It 

consists of a set of tables which describe the various relationships 

discovered between the data as well as the data elements themselves. It 

must reflect accurately the information represented in the conceptual 

schema. The logical schema organizes the data in such a way that it 

becomes a model for the companies' information system. 

The Physical Schema is the physical data base that stores 

information about the manufacturers and their products. The 

information system requires sophisticated hardware and software to 

support it, and will be discussed under 'implementation' later in the 

chapter. 

The three level schematic approaches for the data modeling is 
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Summarized 

Manufacturer 

Input documents, adverts, Conceptual Schema 
Products details , pictures, 
Locations 

Data elements and the Logical Schema 
structural relationships between 
the data elements in a tabular 
form. 
Actual data held on a database Physical Schema 
with supporting software and 
hardware to use it. 

below: 

Conceptual Schema: A perception of the manufacturers, which is an informal 

model 

Logical Schema: A formal model of the manufacturer. 

Physical Schema: A physical implementation of the model. 

a) Input Specification 

The following illustrates the input requirements for each entity 

identified. The data will e captured using a combination of the following 

input devices. 

1. Keyboard- For typing text, number and other ASCII characters. 

2. Mouse- For locating and selecting options that may be available 

at the program's run time. 

3. Scanner- For scan-converting Image files from source (hard 

copy) into system (into the current record) 

4. Digital Camera- For recording animated data, such as the 

operation of a product into the digital form into the computer 

(such as AVI). 
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5. Sound Recorder- For recording audio inputs, such as product 

description, against the corresponding record in the system. 

b) Output Specification 

The system will generate the following outputs: 

1. List of companies and their locations 

2. Products of a particular company 

3. Distinct list of products in the country 

4. Product details 

5. Company details 

6. Concentration of companies in each state 

7. Distribution of a particular product's access across the country. 

The output specifications are as follows: 

1. List of companies and their locations 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES AND SUPPLIERS OF 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

COMPANY: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

AD DRESS: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

SUMMARY: 

TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPANIES #,###,### 
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11. List of products of a particular company 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES AND THEIR PRODUCTS 

COMPANY: 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

PRODUCTS 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXX 

Ill. Distinct List of products in the country 

LIST OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS IN THE COUNTRY 

SINo: 

####### 

####### 

- 19 -

PRODUCTS 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 



iv. Product Details 

NAME: 
PRODUCTS INFORMATION 

XXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxX 
DESCRIPTION/SPECIFICATION 

XXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxXX 

~XXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
MANUFACTURER: 

~XXXXxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxXXXX 
ADDRESS: XXXXXXxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXxxxxXXXXXXXXXXx 

v. Company Details 

COMPANY PROFILE 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
NAME: xx:xx XXXXJ{XI[ DATE REGISTERED: _I _I _ 
ACRONYM: XXXXXX XX)\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

FFlCEC :)', XXXXXXXXX)QCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
~WX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX . ~XX 

\ XYS:£J 

~ ------------
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VI. Concentration of manufacturing companies in each 

state. 

CONCENTRATION OF MANUFACTURING COMPANIES IN EACH 

STATE 

STATE 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

TOTAL 

NO. OF COMPANIES 

########## 

########## 

########## 

VII. Distribution of products across the state. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCT ACROSS THE STATES 

PRODUCT NAME: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

STATE 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

TOTAL 

NO. OF COMPANIES 

########## 

########## 

########## 

VIII. Inquiry prints outj e-mail message content. 

<TO> 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

<FROM> 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

<Date: --j--j --

ENQUIRY ON PRODUCT: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Also send : 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

3 ·2.2 Files to be Created 

1. Company 

Holds the profile of manufacturer: l.e. their names, historical back 

grounds or mandates. 

2. Branch 

Holds the branch addresses of the manufacturer's offices across the 

country. The information (attributes) contained include-City, State, 

Telephone, Contact Person, Web site, E-mail etc. 

3. Products 

Holds products information such as name of product, description, 

picture etc. 

4. Adverts 

Holds company/product adverts. It may store video files such as 

Animated Video Interleaf (AVI), sound files, etc. 
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a. 
1. 

11. ENTITY: BRANcR 

FIELD TYPE (SIZE) 
CONSTRAINT 

TYPE 

FOREIGNT(EY 

Date record 

apPlication Was create in this 

table ImEGE_--R --~~RYIEY -J B~~hfu' ~Ui~~Y~r~ti&s~~ 
- PRIMARY EY Branch !D. Uniquely identifies each 

- LONG 

record in the table 

Company ID.Reference 
Company 

Contact Person 

Office Address - SUch as Street 

Office Type (ie. HEAD OFFICE or 

BRANCH OFFICE) 

--' -;:::; ••• - - _1 • offjc-e-:-i s-;-l-oc:::-:at;::e~d-- - i CIty whele 

----rS 0 .. ta~ .. te~ were h office is located 
-::-, . 

Website Address _____ _ 
-- TE T'_m --a'il Address 

Telephone 

(Animation) 

Nos. Separated 



111. ENTITY: 

FIELD 

PRODUCT 

TYPE (SIZE) CONSTRAINT 

LONG 

INTEGER 

TYPE 

FOREIGN KEY 

DESCRIPTION 

Company ID. 

Company Table 

Reference 

PCODE LONG 

INTEGER 

PRIMARY KRY Product ID. Uniquely 

PNAME TEXT (100) 

PDETAILS MEMO 

PPICT BINARY/OLE 

PSOUND BINARY/OLE 

PPROCESS BINARY/OLE 

IV. ENTITY: ADVERT 

FIELD TYPE (SIZE) CONSTRAINT 

TYPE 

CO CODE LONG INTEGER PRIMARY KEY -

ASOUND BINARY/OLE 

AMOVIE BINARY/OLE 

ADVERT BINARY/OLE 

3.2.3 Output Design 

identifies each record in the 

table 

Product Name 

Product Details - such as 

product Specification 

Product Picture 

Audio Description of product 

Product Operation (Animation) 

DESCRIPTION 

Company ID 

Audio Advert 

Animated Advert 

Product Operation 

(Animation) 

Before discussing the physical schema, it is pertinent to consider how 

the information may be grouped from a user's point of view, that is, how 

the relations may be 'stored, logically. The information will be stored 

physically on the basis of processing speed, economy of storage space 

and other physical 'considerations'. 
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From the conceptual schema, the following relations (logical schema) 

were deduced: 

Entity-Relationship Diagrammatic Representation 

1. Between Company and Product 

M • PRODUCTS COMPANY • 
One-to-many Relationship: This means on manufacturer can have 

one or more products. 

11. Between Company and Branch 

M • BRANCH C OMPANY 

One-to-many Relationship: This means on manufacturer can have one 

or more products branch Offices. 

11. Between Company and Advert: 
I 

ADVERTS 
M 

COMPANY • • 
One-to-many Relationship: This means on manufacturer can 
register only one advert. 

h. The Physical Schema 

Because the data gathered from the survey need to be stored 

for subsequent reference, we need to develop the physical 

Schema. This will not only include the 'data base' where the 

data and their relationships are defined, but also the ability 
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to extract that data m the format required by the user 

(consumer). 

1. Database 

A database is, in a non-professional 's approach, is simply a 

place where we store information or pool of data. More than 

that, it is a place where we store 'organized' information for a 

purpose. We organize the information in our database in such 

a way that our programs and the applications can provide 

useful functions for the consumer. 

a. Relational Database 

A relational database stores and displays data m a tabular 

format of rows and columns, like a spreadsheet. 

The power of relational database comes from their ability to 

store data with minimal duplication and from their ability to 

link (relate) data from different sources together. Relational 

database can easily relate two or more fields together. By 

linking the fields, we can link entire records. 

b. 

(i) 

Components of data base 

Tables (ii) Records (iii) Fields 

(i) Table: A table stores specific set of information. There is 

one table for company, one for products, one for branch , 

and one for advert, for example. 

A table is a logical groupmg of related information. Each 

table is arranged in rows and columns. 
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(ii) Records: Logically related information. In a table, a 

row represen ts a record. 

(iii) Fields: Individual entries - such as product Name, 

Description, etc. 

The relationship between these attributes is that - Fields 

combines to form records, and a record or collections of 

records constitute a table. 

The physical Schema will be a relational database object that 

contains, among others, four (4) relations (tables), one 

corresponding to each of the entities defined in the logical 

schema (i.e. Company, Product, Branch , Advert). 

3.3 The Programming Language 

b) Programming language software provides the tool necessary to 

develop new computer programs. Some popular languages for the 

programmers are C, C++, Pascal, Basic etc. the language required for 

implementation is 'VISUAL BASIC'. 

Visual basic is quite powerful- if you can image a programming task, it 

can probably be accomplished using visual basic. 

What is VISUAL BASIC? 

The visual part referred to the method used to create the graphical user 

interface (GUI). The basic part refers to the BASIC (Beginners all 

purpose symbolic code) language. The language is highly flexible and 

rich. It contains several hundred statements, functions, and keywords, 

many of which relate directly the underlying operating system 

(windows). 
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3.4 Cost/Benefit Analysis 

Visual basic programming language has the following capabilities that 

made it easy to achieve the desired objectives. 

- Data access features: Such jet engines that allow us to create 

the database. 

- ActiveX technologies that allow us to use the functionality 

provided by other applications such as windows media player, 

Corel Draw, Paintbrush, Microsoft Excel and so on in your 

application. 

- Internet capabilities that make it easy to provide access to 

applications across the internet. It allows us to easily 

incorporate facilities for sending mails from the consumer to 

any manufacture. 

- The facility that allows us to create a true 'Exe' file that uses a 

run-time dynamic-link library (DLL) that we can freely 

distribute. 

It also allows us to integrate windows facilities such as 'Win Help' 

for providing that will make the system highly user-friendly. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 System/Program Flowchart 

This is a useful tool for analyzing the necessary logic of the program. It 

is a diagrammatic or pictorial representation of the program logic flow. 

It is usually drawn before the program is coded. Flowchart can be 

system or program flowchart. System flowchart of this work is on 

appendix B below. 

4.2 System Requirement 

(a) Hardware 

1. IBM PC or compatible with the following specification or higher 

Pentium 4 Processor 

32MB RAM 

200MB free hard disk space 

Multi media capacity 

Window'95 enhanced keyboard 

Serial (or PS/2) mouse 

Dial-up network cards . 

2. Monitor 

The primary output device of a computer system. It resembles a 

television or window, at which graphics information is displayed. A 

variety of types of monitors are in use presently, each based on the 

technology which differs mainly in the way the image is produced. It 

gives rise to the other considerations, such as the resolution and colour 

of an image produced by a given type of monitor. A high-resolution 

monitor that supports both text and graphic output is required. 
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3. Printer 

The printer is an output device that will be used to create character and 

graphic image on paper. Examples .include Dot matrix, bubble-jet, daisy 

wheel, Laser jet etc. Each of these printers varies in price, cost of 

operation, quality of images and speed. 

Laser printer is recommended due to its speed and also the quality of 

image it produces. Alternative, DeskJet may be used ifthe priority ofthe 

output is on color. 

B) Other peripheral (supporting) devices 

4. Scanner: Scanners are used t 0 import into the computer. They 

operate by translating images into digital code, which the computer can 

process. The common types of scanners include 'page scanner', 'hand 

scanner', slide scanners and bar code scanner. 

5. Microphones: The instrument for converting sound wave into 

electrical impulse of conversion into sound files after transmission of 

recording. 

6. Digital Camera: Like the microphone, a digital camera will be 

required for conversion of graphics animations into electronic files 

(.AVI, .MPEG, JPEG etc). 

7. Telephone: Telephone is an electrical device, which is used to 

transmit sound over long distances. The device plugs into a wall outlet, 

usually an RJ-ll connector, and often is used in computer systems in 

conjunction with a modem to facilitate electronic mailing. 

8. Modem: This device is required for the conversion of digital signals 

into analog and vice versa. Before an inquiry can be sent from the user 

to any manufacturer, the text has to be converted, using the modem, 
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into analog signals, which is suitable for transfer along the telephone 

lines. For the inquirer (user) to be able to send message to any 

manufacturer both user and the manufacturer must have modems 

installed in their computers. Also, both computers must have dial-up 

networking set up and the computer to be connected to must be a 

server. 

b) Software : 

The software required will be classified into: 

a. Operating system 

b. Programming languages 

c. Application Packages 

a. Operating system 

Operating systems are the interface architecture in which the user 

operates. Operating systems configure the hardware of a computer 

system so that they may run the software designed for them. A number 

of different operating systems are available. Examples include: MS

DOS, UNIX, PC-DOS, Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000, xp, O/S2 etc. 

The operating system required for implementation is Microsoft 

windows 95 or higher. 

Windows 95 (or higher) is a graphical user interface (GUI) that supports 

multi-tasking and graphical representation applications as well as 

information. 

h. Programming languages: Please refer to chapter 3 for 

programming language used for this work. 
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c. Application Packages: 

Other application packages to be used in the implementation are: 

-Corel Draw 

- Window sound recorder 

- Windows Media Player 

- Paint brush 

- Microsoft Word 

- Microsoft Graph (or Excel) 

Briefly, the Corel Draw is a graphic application package that allows 

us to create or scan-convert graphic images into normalized 

device coordinates system (NCDS). We would use it to beautify 

and enhance the scan-converted images 

The Windows sound recorded will be used to record (capture) and 

play sound (audio) inputs for each product information. 

The Windows media player will be used to play back any 

animation that demonstrates that operation of any selected 

product/ service. 

The Paintbrush allows us to edit and enhance the pictures of 

products that were saved on bitmaps (binary digits). 

Microsoft word will be used to create 'Rich text' information such 

as company profile, product description, and so on. Rich text files 

are files that contain preserved formatted text. 

Microsoft graph (or Microsoft Excel) will be used to generate 

graphical outputs of users' enquiry (see section 3.2b). 
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Program Specification 

For Hardware and software specifications, please refer to system 

specifications above. 

The program was written m m modules, to explore fully the 

features offered by object oriented programming languages. The 

program has two major modules-viz: product/services search and 

participate. 

The Logic: The product/services provide the interface for 

product search. When a product is specified, the interface will 

display all manufacturing companies whose product entries 

match the specification. The user can then select the company of 

interest and then click on 'Show Catalog', to display the catalog of 

the product. In the catalog display screen, the picture of the 

product, its description/specification, and other useful 

information about the product will be displayed. In addition, 

information about the location of the company, including its 

branch offices will be known. The user will be able to make access 

to the inquiry builder to make an inquiry about the product, and 

then print it on paper or if possible, sent it across to the 

manufacture through electronic mail. 

The Participate' module enables the registration and 

maintenance of manufacturers, their products, their branch 

offices and all other relevant information. 

Please refer to the 'System Flowchart' for a modular presentation 

of the pure program. 
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Description of sample data 

The major purpose of this chapter is to study the properties of samples 

taken from the populations. The desired properties may well depend 

on the method employed. Here, we are faced with the task of 

determining the availability of a particular product as well as the 

concentration of manufacturing industries in an area in order to 

furnish the consumer with enough facts to aid in decision-making. 

Possible decisions the consumer can make include-'market 

competition may bring about a fall in pace; 'concentration of 

manufacturers within a defined area could be due to the availability 

of either raw materials, market or other resources such as labour and 

so on. 

Hoel (1976) has it that 

"A number of consumers of industrial products participate in a buying 

decision. It has generally been assumed that they will come to their 

decision after a cool, hard assessment of what is called 'economic 

considerations', e.g. price, delivery, quality, specification, safety, etc. 

But certainly there is some evidence to suggest that buyers are 

subjective in their decision-making and therefore may be more 

amenable to consumer production techniques. 

The statistical test applied in this study is the survey of manufacturing 

industries and suppliers of industrial products in Nigeria. 

A total of 100 questionnaires were administered to respondents within 

and outside lZaduna. 
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Table 1: Return rate of questionnaires 

Status No. of Percentage 

Questionnaire 

Administered 100 100% 

Return 93 

A total of 93 out of 100 questionnaires was answered and returned by 

the respondents, therefore the return rate of the questionnaire is 93% 

(i.e. 93/100 x 100 = 93%). The return rate is good and acceptable for 

the study. 

Classification of data 

We are carrying out the survey of discrete variables (i.e. products, 

companies, state, etc). Discrete variables whose possible values are 

integers, hence they involve counting rather than measuring. We 

classify the data gathered from our survey by choosing a set of class 

interval and then placing each weight in its proper class. An 

illustration of the results of such a classificatIOn procedure for the 

distribution of a particular product is shown below: 

Product: Gari Processing 

STATE 

Abia 

Bauchi 

Lagos 

Kano 

Enugu 

Kaduna 

NO OF MANUFACTURERS 

5 

1 

3 

1 

25 

20 
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b. Graphical Representation 

Frequency distribution is easier to visualize if they are represented 

graphically. According to Paul G. Hoel (1976), 'the commonly used 

graphs are 'Histogram' and 'bar chart'. The chart for the frequency 

distribution illustrated above is shown below 
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ProductGARI PROCESSING PLANT 

0 

"1 
I 

2 

D Series6 

• Series5 

D Series4 

D Series3 

D Series2 

D Series1 

The class boundaries are marked off the x-aXIS starting and 

finishing at any convenient points. The frequency corresponding 

to any class interval is represented by the height of the rectangle 

whose base is the interval in question. The vertical axis is 

therefore the frequency axis . 

Other Descriptive measure 

Another useful set of measurement is the 'mode'. Paul G. Hoel 

(1976) defines mode as the 'measurement with the highest (or 

maximum) frequency. It can be used to determine the most 

common industrial product in each state. The result presentation 

is illustrated below: 
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NO OF 

STATE COMMON PRODUCT MANUFACTURER 

Abia Milling Machine 8 

Bauchi Maize Sheller 4 

Kano Flour Mill 12 

Kaduna Gari Processing Plant 7 

4.3 Program Codes/Listing 

See appendix c 

4-4. Program Output/Result 

1. List of products of a particular company. 

Companl' Name J 3EM GIOUP Er>gil"l<:eling 

Product N"me' jFlour Mill 

PloduCi Detdil~ apabl. ofHll.lldling and processing all hnds oft1ours. 
and grams. 

Prc.dI.lCt Picture: 

[ 

Othe,ObieCIS-'--.. --.... - .... ---- J] 
I r - [ie;drO;:-:::' J Animdlior1 I 

# •••• .,... "" " •• , -, 

I Editing . 10:41 ./I,M 9/21/::001 
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11. Distinct list of products in the country. 

COMPANY PRODUCT 
CODE CODE 

PRODUCT NAME PRODUCT DETAILS 

1 1004 Grinding Machine jThis is a demonstration program. 
11 100s iDryer ----T---.-

----1-T1---1-0-06-i--IF-lo-u-r-M- i-II --·----
j 

.. _- .-.. _-----------------

11 100710i1 Press _ J .. -
1T
--- ----

I 100 a Grater 
~--1~1- ---------+----.. ------

uller I 
21 10 121Cassava Peeler I 
21 10131Cassava Grater "'--1--- ---... ---.--------- - --.... ----.---.. 

·----2 1 1 0-14 ICassava Pres;---- ---T- - -------.---- --.. --- -.- .- - .. ----.-
2T---1-01~ Ma ize Sheller .. ---.... - ...... -T.... .. ...... -- ............ -.. - .................... - ........... - ....... --.----

----2+-1· 10161Milling Machine .... -1---.. -·.... ..--------.... - .. .. 
21 1017 1 pal~ Kernel Oil Extractor 1---· .. -· .... ---- ...... --.. - ...... -----------·-.. --
21 10181palm Kernel Oil Cra~ker-r .. -- .. - .--- ... --------.. - ...... ---.. - ... ----- --.. -....... --.--.. 

31 10-191g~~~~-~~ .. p .. r~~~~~i~g T 

31 1020 lFIour Mill ' , 
~~ .. -r-.. -·---.. ·---·--·----.. ·-.... ---·-...... --·---.... ---· 

3 1021 Vegetable Oil Processing i 
. __ -+ ____ -+P_I_a_nt _____________ l.. ____ .... ____ .. _._ ...... _ ... ____ . _____ _ 

41 1 022 1palm Fruit Steriliser i 
---- ~ 1 023 ~~~e~~tr 6:~~~;reparat~ .. - ...... - ... --...... --·---.. - .... - .. ·-··-.... -·-.. -·---------

······· 41 ·· 1024lp~imK~rn~iCr~~k~r ·················r 
4r----1-04-1-rG~r;-pr~~~ .. ~~ingPI~nt r .. .... . ..................................................... -......... -- .... . 

·--· .. ---·--4·r··········1··04·2lB~kingo~~~ .. ----·······- ···············1······································ ...................... - ............................................................................................................ --

·-···------4f ·················· 1043 rMi~~r ························-· ........................ --.................. , .. -................................................................................. -.. ................................ . . ..... ... .... ..... ...........................................-
······-······-- 4·r- . -1044lM~i~~"'sh'~'i ' i '~r """""""" ·······························1 

41 .. 10451Hamm~rMili .. .....1 .. 
-- 41 ······· 10461RiceParb-~iler i 

Sl 1047 rGari Processing Plant 
,-----+------j---------+-----_ .. _ .. _._---_.- -- _ .. ---

sl 10481palm Kernel Oil Extractor I 
s l 1 049 1palm Kernel Cracker 
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Ill. Product Details 

~l] lW ~ 
i SJ 1~ 

Top Previous Ne:ct BoUom t>.dd Edit Search 

.company PlOfde ~ronches 1 Product I 
Office Picture 

Company Name: I3EM Group Englneenng .:J Type: ISranch 

AddresS' 112 8Q Katura Ro4J 

Contact. IM Llsa Bello 
Phone: 

E 'mai~ Imbeno@yahoo.com \IIebs~e: 

C' .1': IKaduna State: IKaduna 

Ready 10:36AM 9!21f£OO1 

4.5 Discussion of Results 

Based on the data collected and classified, and the information presented 

in this research, it was discovered that: 

1. The manufacturing industries, and suppliers of industrial products are 

mostly fabricators and suppliers of agricultural equipment/machinery. 

2. The level of local sourcing is drastically low due to lack of appropriate 

tools for mass media campaign. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW 

5.1 Summary 

This research has been an attempt to design a database of industrial 

products that will guide the consumer by providing a way of getting 

instant information about Nigerian industries and suppliers of 

industrial products/services based in Nigeria, their locations, their 

products and services. 

The research work is divided into five chapters m order to ensure 

adequate coverage of the research topic. 

Chapter One presents a synopsis of the research topic, which includes 

introduction of the topic. It also takes a look on how the local industries 

can be publicized for better awareness viz-a-viz other foreign industries. 

This chapter shows the background, objectives, significance and scope 

of the study. 

Chapter Two is essentially on literature reVlew m which relevant 

institutional framework and the types of media used in awareness 

generation were briefly examined as well as the limitations of the tools 

used. 

Chapter Three examines the analysis and design of the system, data 

structure, method of surveys used in the research, the program 

specification, and the system requirement, which includes hardware 

and software, for full implementation of the system. It also examines 

the files created, the output design and the programming language used 

in line with the cost/ benefit analysis . 
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Chapter Four contains the diagrammatic representation of the 

program, which is the flowchart, program codes written in Visual Basic 

(VBasic), a sample program output/result and brief discussion of the 

result. 

5.2 Conclusion 

The auditing of indigenous technologies on which the study is based, 

succinctly highlights, the shortcomings of the Nigerian economy, III 

terms of the equipment manufacturing infrastructure. 

The researcher wishes to underscore the crucial role which both 

industrial activity and the media have to play in making Nigeria self

reliant. The program developed also highlights yet another useful 

media, which is even more efficient in awareness generation, as it 

encompasses the power of computer technology and communication to 

establish a dialog between the user and any manufacturer. 

5.3 Problems Encountered 

Believe it or not, a research project of this nature is really tasking. It 

requires the researcher's determination and commitment in addition to 

confidence and the ability to convince the respondent. Below are some 

of the problems encountered. 

1. Lack resources (Hardware facilities), internet accessibility. 

2. It requires time. 

3. Difficulty in standardizing he different structures adopted by the 

government. 
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5-4 Recommendation 

Further work can be done. 

Internet facilities should be available and affordable by the 

government. 

New programming language like visual basic should be 

taught in our higher institutions. 

Computer awareness through seminars/symposia. 

Government should support (more) local manufactures. 

There should be awareness generated through the media 

and other means. 

The survey should be carried out periodically, say, quarterly 

in order to incorporate emerging manufacturers. 
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Appendix A 

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 

John N nanna Iteogu 

Department of Maths & Computer, 

Federal University of Technology, Minna 

15th December, 2005 

To: ......... ................................ . 

I am a Postgraduate student of Computer Science department in Federal 

University of Technology, Minna carrying out a survey of local 

manufacturing industries (fabricators of industrial products) to enable 

me design a computer-assisted program that will guide consumers on 

how to source for the products and services of these companies. This is 

in line with the requirements for the award of Postgraduate Diploma 

certificate in Computer Science. 

Your company has been identified as having satisfied the criteria for the 

selection of companies that will be considered in the research work. You 

are, therefore, required to furnish me with relevant information about 

your company by filling this form. 

Your co-operation is highly needed and the information you provide will 

be treated with full confidentiality. 

Thank you 
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1. Company Profile: 

Name 

Acronym 
Address 

Contact 
City I State I 
Tel 
Email I Website I 
Remarks 

(please, add 
extra sheet if 
space IS not 
sufficient) 

Branches: 
PI k f h" f ease rna e extra eo pIes 0 t IS orm an d enter a dd"" 1 B ItlOna h rane es 

Branch No.: 

Address 

Contact 
City I State I 
Tel 
Email I Website I 
Remarks 

(please, add 
extra sheet if 
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I space IS 
sufficient) 

Note: Please write the same 'Branch No.' on each attachment relating to this branch 

Branch No.: 

Address 

Contact 
Ci 
Tel 
Email 
Remarks 

(please, add 
extra sheet if 
space is not 
sufficient) 

State 

Website 

Note: Please write the same 'Branch No.' on each attachment relating to this branch 

Products: 

Please make extra copies of this form and enter additional products 

Product Code 

Product Name 

Category 

Product Details 
(please, add extra 
sheet if space is not 
sufficient) 

Product Picture 

Advert Code 

(p lease attach one picture for the product and write the pr 
code behind it) 
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Advert Details 

We attach an advert each for each product as indicated by the Advert 

Code in the products list 

Summary 

Total Number of Branches 

Total Number of Products 

Total Number of Adverts 

Total Number of Pictures 

Also enclosed are: 

The Product Details/Write-ups are enclosed: 

D On Floppy Diskette (s) D On Paper 

Manager's Sign Date 
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Appendix B 

Syste m Flowchart 

Main Menu 

I 
Find About Company Help Popup Report Quit 

Product/Service Registration 

I I 
Enquiry Generator I I I 1 

Company Products Branch Products Company Product Company 

I Reg. Reg. Reg. List List Concentration Branches 

Product Catalog 

I 

I 
Product Report Product 
Inquiry Distribution 
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Appendix C: 

PROGRAM CODES/LISTING 

Option Explicit 

Const EM UN DO = &}-JC7 

Publi c Declare Function OSW inHelp% Lib "user32" _ 

Alias "WinHelpA" (ByVal hwnd&, ByVal HelpFile$, ByVal wCommand%, 

dwData As Any) 

Publi c Declare Function SendMessagebyString& Lib "user32" _ 

Alias "SendMessageA" (ByVal hwnd As Long,_ 

ByVal wMsg As Long, ByVal wParam As Long,_ 

ByVal IParam As String) 

'Pu bli c Declare Function Send Message Lib "user32" Alias "SendMessageA" (ByVal 

hwnd As Long, ByVal wMsg As Long, ByVal wParam As Long, IParam As Any) As 

Long 

Publi c Const LB SELECTSTRING = &H 18C 

Publi c gF indString As String 

Publi c gF indPROD As String 

Public gF indCO As Str ing 

Public Const gDatabaseName = "C:\Procat\vb\ProCat.md b" 

Pu blic dbProcat As Database 

Public rsCompany As Recordset 

Dim rs Branches As Recordset 

Dim rs Products As Recordset 

, Recorsets to be used in the Catalogue di splay secti on 

'Dim rsCatProd As Recordset 



'Dim rsCatCo As Recordset 

'Dim rsCatBr As Recordset 

'Dim rsCatAdv As Recordset 

'Global Variables for passing Co_Code, Co_Name, PCode, Pname 

Public filterProd As String 

Public gcode As String 

Public gname As String 

'Public gpcode As String 

'Public gpname As String 

Public strCatCo As String 

Public iProductTyped As Integer 

Public IAbu As Long 

Public Const App_Name = "A Database Of Industrial Products in Nigeria" 

Public dotip As Boolean 'Determines the status of tip of day 

Public SoundOn As Boolean 'holds the status of sound 

Sub mainO 

SoundOn = True 

Mmenu.Show 

End Sub 

Public Function openTheDbaseO As Boolean 

Dim dbpath As String 

On Error GoTo dbErrors 

dbpath = App.Path & "\Procat.mdb" 

Set dbProcat = DB Engine. Workspaces(O).OpenDatabase( dbpath, False) 

Set rsCompany = dbProcat.OpenRecordset("Company", dbOpenTable) 

openTheDbase = True 
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Exit Function 

dbErrors: 

openTheDbase = False 

MsgBox (Err.Description) 

End Function 

Public Sub HelloO 

On Error GoTo err NewTable 

Dim sMsg As String 

Dim sMas As String 

Dim sVariable As String 

Dim IDate As Long 

Dim adoconnect As ADODB.Connection 

Dim adorecordset As ADODB.Recordset 

"Dim adocommand As ADODB.Command 

Set adoconnect = New ADODB .Connection 

"Set adorecordset = New ADODB.Recordset 

'sVariable = "'" & frmmanufacturer!Text8.Text & ""' 

sVariable = "'" & frmPrdCata log!lb lprod.Caption & "'" 

'Elself iDrugDetailDate = 1 Then 

'sMas "select drugs. [Drug 

Name] ,add itionaldrug. DrugID,add itionaldrug.Date,add itionaldrug. Outstand ingq uantit 

y,add itionaldrug. [Add itional 

Quantity ],add itionald rug. Tota Iq uantity,add itiona Idrug. [U nit 

cost] ,manufac.Man ame,addit ionaldrug.AdditionaIDrugID,drugs.Measure [NTO 

DrugDetailTable from Add i tiona IDrug,drugs,man ufac where 

drugs.drugid=add itionaldrug.drugid and manufac.man id=add itionaldrug.manid" , 

order by additionaldrug.date" 

sMas = "SELECT BRANCH.CO_CODE, BRANCH .STATE, PRODUCT.PNAME, 

PRODUCT.CO_CODE AS Exprl into hello FROM PRODUCT, BRANCH WHERE 

PRODUCT. CO CODE = BRANCH.CO CODE AND PRODUCT.PNAME =" & 

sVariable 
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sMsg "Provider=MicrosoftJet.OLEDB.3.51 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data 

Source=C:\ProCat\ VB\ProCat.mdb" 

adoconnect.Open sMsg 

" creat the table 

adoconnect. Execute sMas 

"delete the table 

'adoconnect.Execute "DROP TABLE [coolio]" 

, adoconnect.Close 

adoconnect. Close 

Exit Sub 

err NewTable: 

, MsgBox Err.Description 

If Err.Number = -2147217900 Then 

'delete the coolio table 

adoconnect.Execute "DROP TABLE [hello]" 

Resume 

'Else 

'MsgBox Err.Description 

'MsgBox Err.Number 

Exit Sub 

End If 

End Sub 

Public Sub delHelloO 

'On Error GoTo err NewTable 

Dim sMsg As String 

Dim sMas As String 

Dim sVariable As String 

Dim IDate As Long 

Dim adoconnect As ADODB.Connection 

Dim adorecordset As ADODB.Recordset 

"Dim adocommand As ADODB.Command 
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Set adoconnect = New ADODB.Connection 

"Set adorecordset = New ADODB.Recordset 

'sVariable = "'" & frmmanufacturer!Text8.Text & "'" 

sVariable = "'" & frmPrdCatalog!lblprod.Caption & "'" 

'Elself iDrugDetailDate = 1 Then 

'sMas "select drugs. [Drug 

am e) ,add iti ona Idru g. DrugID ,add it i ona Id ru g. Date,add it ional dru g. Ou tstand i n gq uan ti t 

y,add itionaldrug. [Add itional 

Quanti ty) ,add itionaldrug. Totalq uanti ty ,add i tiona Idrug. [U n it 

cost) ,manufac.ManNal11e,additionaldrug.AdditionaIDrugID,drugs.Measure INTO 

DrugDetailTable from Add itiona I Drug,drugs,man ufac where 

drugs.drugid=additionaldrug.drugid and manufac.l11anid=additionaldrug.manid" , 

order by additionaldrug.date" 

'sMas = "SELECT BRANCH.CO_CODE, BRANCH.STATE, PRODUCT.PNAME, 

PRODUCT.CO_CODE AS Exprl into hello FROM PRODUCT, BRANCH WHERE 

PRODUCT.CO CODE = BRANCH.CO CODE AND PRODUCT.PNAME =" & 

sVariable 

sMsg "Provider=MicrosoftJet.OLEDBJ.5] ;Persist Security Info=False;Data 

Source=C:\My Docul11ents\ProCat\VB\ProCat.l11db" 

adoconnect.Open sMsg 

adoconnect.Execute "DROP TABLE [hello)" 

, adoconnect.Close 

adoconnect.Close 

End Sub 

Private Sub cl11dOK_ClickO 

Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_LoadO 

aboutsnd 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 
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MMControll .Command = "Close" 

End Sub 

Private Sub aboutsndO 

, Set properties needed by MCI to open . 

MMControll.Notify = False 

MMControll.Wait = True 

MMControll.Shareable = False 

MMControll.DeviceType = "Sequencer" 

MMControll.FileName = "C:\ProCat\Muzik\DONTWORR.mid" 

'Open the MCI WaveAudio device. 

MMControll.Command = "Open" 

MMControl J .Command = "Play" 

End Sub 

Private Sub MMControll_Done(NotifyCode As Integer) 

aboutsnd 

End Sub 

Private Sub Timer 1_ TimerO 

If MMControll.Silent = True Then 

MMControll.Command = "Open" 

MMControll.Command = "Play" 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdAdd_ClickO 

datPrimaryRS .Recordset.AddNew 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdDelete_ClickO 
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With datPrimaryRS.Recordset 

.Delete 

.MoveNext 

If .EOF Then .MoveLast 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdRefresh_ClickO 

This is only needed for multi user apps 

datPri maryRS. Refresh 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdUpdate_ClickO 

datPrimaryRS . UpdateRecord 

datPri mary RS . Recordset.Bookmark = datPrimaryRS. Recordset. LastMod ified 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdClose_ClickO 

Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 

Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub datPrimaryRS_Error(DataErr As Integer, Response As Integer) 

This is where you wou ld put error hand ling code 

'[fyou want to ignore errors, comment out the next line 

'If you want to trap them , add code here to handle them 

MsgBox "Data error event hit err:" & Error$(DataErr) 

Response = 0 'Throwaway the error 

End Sub 

Private Sub datPrimaryRS _ RepositionO 

Screen .MousePointer = vbDefault 

On Error Resume Next 

This will display the current record position for dynasets and snapshots 
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datPrimaryRS.Caption = "Record: " & (datPrimaryRS.Recordset.AbsolutePosition + 

1) 

End Sub 

Private Sub datPrimaryRS_ Validate(Action As Integer, Save As Integer) 

'This is where you put validation code 

'Th is event gets called when the following actions occur 

Select Case Action 

Case vbDataActionMoveFirst 

Case vbDataActionMovePrevious 

Case vbDataActionMoveNext 

Case vbDataActionMoveLast 

Case vbDataActionAdd ew 

Case vbDataActionUpdate 

Case vbDataActionDelete 

Case vbDataActionFind 

Case vbDataActionBookmark 

Case vbDataActionClose 

Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 

End Select 

Screen.MousePointer = vbHourglass 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

Screen.MousePointer = vbDefault 

End Sub 

Private Sub oleFields_DblClick(lndex As Integer) 

'This is the way to get data into an empty ole control 

I and have it saved back to the table 

oleFields(lndex).1nsertObjDlg 

End Sub 

Private Sub Command 1_ ClickO 
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Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_LoadO 

Iblpname.Caption = frmPrdCatalog!lblprod .Caption 

Iblcom pany .Caption = Trim(frmPrdCata log! I blco _ name.Caption) 

Iblbranch .Caption = Trim(frmPrdCata log!txtBaddress.Text) 

Iblcity.Caption = Trim(frmPrdCatalog!txtBCity.Text) 

Iblstate.Caption = Trim(frmPrdCatalog!txtBState.Text) 

IblContactperson.Caption = frmPrdCatalog!txtBcontact.Text 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

frmPrdCatalog.Visible = True 

End Sub 

Dim db 1 As Database 

Dim rs As Recordset 

Dim SQLStr As String 

Private Sub executeqryO 

Listl.Clear 

dtafind .RecordSource = "Select * from company" & _ 

"where ucase(co_name) li ke '*" & UCase(Trim(txtfindcompany)) & "*' and co_code in 

(" & -

"Select co_code from product where ucase(pname) like '*" & UCase(Trim(txtfind)) & 

"*' )" & " order by co_name" 

dtafind.Refresh 

If (dtafind.Recordset.RecordCount = 0) Then 
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Listl.Addltem "Sorry, no company has met this condition." 

Listl.Enabled = False 

cmdCatalog.Enabled = False 

Else 

Screen .MousePointer = vbHourglass 

dtafind.Recordset.MoveFirst 

While ot dtafind.Recordset.EOF 

Listl.Addltem dtafind.Recordset.Fields("Co_Name") & "" 

dtafind.Recordset.Move ext 

Wend 

DoEvents 

lblcount = dtafind.Recordset.RecordCount & II Companies Found." 

Listl.Enabled = True 

Listl .SetFocus 

List I.Selected(O) = True 

cmdCatalog.Enabled = True 

End If 

Screen .MousePointer = vbDefault 

List I.Refresh 

setstatus 

End ub 

Private Sub cmdCatalog_ClickO 

set CatRecs 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdHelp_ClickO 

Helpfind 

x 
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End Sub 

Private Sub cmdMenu_ ClickO 

Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdRefresh_ClickO 

Listl.Clear 

txtfind.Text = "" 

txtfindcompany.Text = "" 

txt.Caption = "" 

Iblcount.Caption = '"' 

cmdCatalog.Enabled = False 

txtfind .SetFocus 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdsrchbtn_ClickO 

executeqry 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_ActivateO 

cmdRefresh Click 

End Sub 

Private Sub setstatusO 

End Sub 

Private Sub Listl _ ClickO 

Iftxtfind .Text = "" Then 

iProductTyped = 2 

End If 

txt.Caption = List I 

txtfindcompany = Listl 
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End Sub 

Private Sub Listl _DblClickO 

set CatRecs 

End Sub 

Private Sub List 1_ GotFocusO 

Listl Click 

End Sub 

Private Sub set_ CatRecsO 

Me.Visible = False 

frmPrdCatalog.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub txtfind ChangeO 

'lfkeyAscii = vbreturn Then 

, Send Keys " {TAB}" 

, keyAscii = 0 

'End If 

iProductTyped = 1 

End Sub 

Private Sub txtfindcompany_ChangeO 

'lfkeyAscii = vbreturn Then 

, SendKeys "{TAB }" 

, keyAscii = 0 

, End [f 

End Sub 

Private Sub HelpfindO 

Dim met As Integer 
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If Len(App.HelpFile) = 0 Then 

MsgBox "Sorry, Cannot display Help - File is missing" , vbInformation , "Pro-DB 

Message" 

Else 

On Error Resume Next 

nret = OSWinHelp(Me.hwnd, App.HelpF il e, 3, 0) 

If Err Then 

MsgBox Err.Description 

End If 

End if 

End Sub 

Dim Response As Boolean 

'Dim dotip As Boolean 

Dim now exit As Boolean 

Private Sub cmdHelp_ClickO 

HelpContent 

End Sub 

'Dim prosound As MMControl 

Private Sub cmdQu it_C lickO 

Dim Response As Integer 

Response = MsgBox(" 

Product Search") 

Okay, do you want to Quit Pro-DB? 

If Response = 6 Then 

now exit = True 

Un load Me 

End If 

End Sub 
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Private Sub cmdApply_ClickO 

frmmanufacturer.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub cll1dCredit_ClickO 

stopsound 

frmAbout.Show vbModal 

playsound 

End Sub 

Private Sub cll1dSearch_ClickO 

frmfind2.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub Comll1andl _ClickO 

frmfind2.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub Command2_ClickO 

Dim Response As lnteger 

Response = MsgBox(" Okay, do you want to Quit Pro-DB? 

Product Search") 

if Response = 6 Then 

now exit = True 

Unload Me 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_ActivateO 

if dotip = True Then 

frmTip.Show 

End If 
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, frl11Tip.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub Forl11_ GotFocusO 

'playsound 

End Sub 

Private Sub Forl11_LoadO 

dotip = True 

now exit = False 

playsound 

End Sub 

Private Sub Forl11_LostFocusO 

stopsound 

End Sub 

Private Sub Forl11_MouseDown(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, x As Single, Y As 

Single) 

If Button = vbRightButton Then 

PopupMenUITInUPOpup 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub Forl11_ Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

stopsound 

End Sub 

Public Sub playsoundO 

If SoundOn = True Then 
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lIeeded by MCl to open. 

otify = False 

d.Wait = True 

)und.Shareable = False 

osound.DeviceType = "Sequencer" 

prosound.FileName = "C:\ProCat\Muzik\celebrate.mid" 

, Open the MCl WaveAudio device . 

prosound.Command = "Open" 

prosound.Command = "Play" 

Else 

stop ound 

End If 

End Sub 

Public Sub bcksound_ Til11erO 

End Sub 

Private Sub stopsoundO 

prosound.Coml11and = "Close" 

End Sub 

Private Sub I11nuBranches_ClickO 

dtrCol11panyBranch .Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub I11nuCol11panyPeState _ CI ickO 

dtrTotalCol11panyPerState.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub I11nu Equ ipl11entsPerCol11pany _ CI ickO 
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dtrCompanyProduct.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuShowAIIProduct_ClickO 

dtrAIIProducts.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub popAbout_ CI ickO 

frmAbout.Show vbModal 

End Sub 

Private Sub popHelp_ClickO 

HelpContent 

End Sub 

Private Sub prosound_Done(NotifyCode As Integer) 

If now exit = False Then 

stopsound 

playsound 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub wakebuttonsO 

cmdApply.Enabled = True 

cmdSearch.Enabled = True 

cmdCredit.Enabled = True 

cmdQuit.Enabled = True 

cmdHelp.Enabled = True 

End Sub 

Private Sub sleepbuttonsO 

cmdApply.Enabled = False 

cmdSearch.Enabled = False 

cmdCredit.Enabled = False 
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cmdQuiLEnabled = False 

cmdHelp.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

Public Sub HelpContentO 

Dim nret As Integer 

If Len(App.He lpFile) = 0 Then 

MsgBox "Sorry, Cannot display Help - Fi le is missing", vb lnformation, "Pro-DB 

Message" 

Else 

On Error Resume Next 

nret = OSWinHelp(Me.hwnd, App.HelpFile, 3, 0) 

If Err Then 

MsgBox Err.Description 

Endlf 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub sndon_ Cli ckO 

If sndon.Checked = True Then 

sndon.Checked = False 

SoundOn = False 

Else 

sndon.Checked = True 

SoundOn = True 

End If 

playsound 

End Sub 
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